
Week Two Language Notes 
Pull out your Charlotte’s Web book 

 
Conjunctions- join sentences, nouns, adjectives, or verbs.  Ex: and, or, but, so 
 
I like baking cupcakes,    I refuse to frost them. (sentences) 
 
“He already had sold Wilbur’s brothers  sisters.” p. 12 (nouns) 
 
“…where it was warm and moist and delightfully sticky   oozy.” p. 11 
(adjectives) 
 
“’I’ll go _____ get a bucket of slops.’” p. 19 (verbs) 
 
Turn to the 6th paragraph on p. 39 and count and name the conjunctions in this 
paragraph. How many? __________ Which ones? _______________________ 
 
Proper Nouns – nouns that are unique to an individual, place, thing, etc. 

List all the proper nouns in Charlotte’s Web that you can think of so 

far:_____________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

Common Nouns – nouns that are not unique to a person, place, thing, etc.  

Count the common nouns in the last paragraph on p.12. Look for the word the 

(article adjective). It will help you find some common nouns.  

 

Label the following nouns as proper or common. 

husband    Fern   uncle    

Avery    pig    barn    

Sentence Types 
Label the sentences declarative, imperative, interrogative, or exclamatory. 

“But what a gamble friendship is!” p. 41        

“How much money should I ask for him?” p.12       

Rain upset Wilbur’s plans. p. 25         

“Push on it, push-push-push on it, and come on out!” p. 17 ________________ 

 



“Lurvy dumped the slops, scraped the pail, and walked away.” Circle the  3 action 

verbs. 

Write a sentence about recess using an action verb.  Circle the verb. 

            

             

Plural Noun – more than one of something. Ex. carrots 

Name 4 plural nouns in the third paragraph on p. 25. 

________________________________________________________________ 

Singular Noun – one of something. Ex. carrot 

Change the following singular nouns to plural nouns. 

moose  ____________  noise ________________    

egg ______________  child _________________ 

mouse  _____________  sheep _________________ 

goose _____________  salutation _______________ 

 

Write a declarative sentence about 3rd grade that includes two action verbs, a 

proper noun, a plural common noun, and a conjunction. 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 


